
 
Assessment End Points – MFL      

 
Year 3 

 
 
 

Spring Term End Point Assessment 
Identifies five days of the week 
Identifies six months of the year 
Responds physically to a classroom command in class 
Says three days of the week accurately  
Says six months of the year accurately  
Reads and sorts in to order six months of the year 
Writes three months or three days accurately from memory 

 
 
 

Summer Term End Point Assessment 
Identifies five familiar animal nouns 
Recognises the favourite familiar noun animal of a friend 
Says five familiar animal nouns 
Says a favourite animal in favourite animal phrase 
Recognises and reads five familiar animals 
Writes four familiar animal nouns accurately 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Autumn Term End Point Assessment 
Identifies and responds to the name question 
Identifies accurately five numbers between 1-10 
Says name accurately using name phrase 
Says five numbers accurately between 1-10 
Reads and sorts in correct order five of the numbers from 1-10 
Writes a greeting and farewell accurately  
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Year 4 
 

 
 
 

Spring Term End Point Assessment 
Identifies five familiar fruits 
Says five familiar fruits 
Asks politely for three familiar fruits 
Reads five familiar fruits and breakfast items 
Writes a simple sentence with the conjunction ‘and’ 

 
 
 

Summer Term End Point Assessment 
Recognises seven numbers between 0 and 15 
Joins in and participates with physical responses whilst listening to the picnic story 
Asks the question ‘Where do you live?’ 
Gives a spoken accurate response ‘I live in…’ 
Reads and recognises five familiar words including two numbers and two colours 
Writes five familiar words to include numbers and colours 
Writes accurately a complete sentence using ‘I live in…’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Autumn Term End Point Assessment 
Identifies, understands and responds to a greeting, how are you, what are you called and 
how old are you 
Recognises and understands numbers to 15 
Says accurately a greeting, the name phrase and a feeling phrase 
Attempts to say the date 
Recognises a greeting, a farewell and two familiar questions (name/ feelings) 
Recognises and recalls some months of the year and days of the week 
Writes a full sentence name phrase and feelings phrase 
Attempts to write the date 
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Year 5 
 

 
 
 
 

Spring Term End Point Assessment 
Understands the question ‘Where is…?’ used with four shops in town 
Understands and responds to three directions 
Asks the question ‘Where is…?’ and four shops in town 
Gives directions to three places 
Reads and recognises four nouns for places in a town 
Writes accurately the names of three shops from memory 

 
 
 
 

Summer Term End Point Assessment 
Recognises and understands four family member nouns 
Describes with colours (adjective and noun, not necessarily in correct order) three face 
parts 
Reads and understands a simple description of a face 
Writes a simple sentence including a face part noun and colour adjective 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Autumn Term End Point Assessment 
Identifies five classroom objects 
Understands four pieces of personal information (name, age, where live, feelings) 
Understands and responds to four classroom instructions 
Says four sentences to describe self (name/ age/ where live/ feelings/ a like) 
Read and understands nouns for school rooms and classroom objects 
Spells accurately four classroom objects 
Writes four nouns for areas/ rooms in a school 
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Year 6 
 

 
 
 

Spring Term End Point Assessment 
Identifies three jungle animals and their colour from a selection of the three coloured 
jungle animals, listening to simple sentences describing an animal 
Explains what hurts in a simple sentence, as part of doctors’ roleplay 
Says a full sentence using a noun, verb and adjective to describe a jungle animal 
Reads two sentences describing two jungle animals and finds the matching pictures 
Writes a simple sentence using a noun, followed by a verb, followed by an adjective, to 
describe a jungle animal. Spelling is mostly accurate. 

 
 
 

Summer Term End Point Assessment 
Understands three weather phrases 
Understands some ice cream flavours 
Says three simple sentences about the weather 
Asks for an ice cream politely in an ice cream roleplay 
Reads and understands three sentences about the weather 
Writes three simple sentences about the weather 
Writes four ice cream flavours accurately  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Autumn Term End Point Assessment 
Recognises body part nouns 
Listens and responds to a simple sequence of physical movement commands 
Names five body part nouns 
Communicates a simple sequence of physical movement commands 
Reads and understands a simple descriptive sentence with body part nouns and colour/ 
size adjectives 
Writes a simple sentence using a noun, followed by a verb, followed by an adjective (size 
or colour) to describe an alien. Spelling of most words is accurate. 


